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Abstract
Background: Orthostatic tremor (OT), a rare and complex movement disorder, is characterized by rapid tremor of both legs and the trunk while standing.
These disappear while the patient is either lying down or walking. OT may be idiopathic/primary or it may coexist with several neurological conditions (secondary
OT/OT plus). Primary OT remains an enigmatic movement disorder and its pathogenesis and neural correlates are not fully understood.
Methods: A PubMed search was conducted in July 2017 to identify articles for this review.
Results: Structural and functional neuroimaging studies of OT suggest possible alterations in the cerebello-thalamo-cortical network. As with essential tremor,
the presence of a central oscillator has been postulated for OT; however, the location of the oscillator within the tremor network remains elusive. Studies have
speculated a possible dopaminergic deficit in the pathogenesis of primary OT; however, the evidence in favor of this concept is not particularly robust. There is also
limited evidence favoring the concept that primary OT is a neurodegenerative disorder, as a magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging study revealed significant
reduction in cerebral and cerebellar N-acetyl aspartate (NAA) levels, a marker of neuronal compromise or loss.
Discussion: Based on the above, it is clear that the pathogenesis of primary OT still remains unclear. However, the available evidence most strongly favors the
existence of a central oscillatory network, and involvement of the cerebellum and its connections.
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Introduction

Methodology

Orthostatic tremor (OT) is a rare and enigmatic neurological disorder.
The term ‘‘orthostatic tremor’’ itself is a relatively recent one, having
been coined in 1984 by Heilman.1 OT is defined as a rapid tremor
that appears only while standing, and chiefly affecting the lower limbs
and the trunk with a characteristic frequency of 13–18 Hz.2 The
tremor is associated with a subjective sensation of unsteadiness, which
improves markedly on leaning or touching sturdy objects such as
walls and tables, and on starting to walk; the sensation disappears on
sitting or lying down, along with resolution of the tremor. In fact,
the sensation of unsteadiness may be the predominant presenting
symptom in the majority of patients with OT. The first description of
this phenomenon dates back to 1970, when Pazzaglia and colleagues reported an ‘‘unusual disorder of erect standing position’’
in three patients.3 The majority of studies have reported the onset of
OT in the sixth decade of life, with a preponderance for female
gender.4 On visual inspection, OT is characterized by rapid tremor of
the legs, and palpation and auscultation reveal the presence of a thrill
and a thumping sound (helicopter sign), respectively.4,5 However,
the aforementioned signs and symptoms may not be sensitive and it
can be challenging to distinguish OT from orthostatic myoclonus
(OM) by clinical evaluation alone.6 Thus, confirmation of the diagnosis
by surface electromyography (EMG) is of additional importance.
OT may be idiopathic/primary or it may be associated with several
neurologic and medical conditions (secondary OT/OT plus).7 Initial
reports presumed OT to be a variant of essential tremor (ET), as there
are reports of the presence of postural and kinetic tremor of the upper
limbs in patients with OT, and a family history of ET in patients with
OT has been reported in a number of published case series.8,9 However, subsequent clinical and neurophysiological studies have suggested
that OT may have a distinct pathomechanistic substrate.10–12
Longitudinal observations have indicated that OT is a progressive
disorder,13 which may be associated with a number of non-motor symptoms such as depression and cognitive impairment.14,15 Moreover,
patients with OT have a markedly reduced quality of life.16 Hence,
the pathological underpinnings of this complex disorder need to be
understood so that specific therapeutic avenues may be explored and
better treatments implemented. So far, however, even three decades
after its first description, the pathophysiology of OT is not completely
understood and remains controversial. A number of electrophysiological and advanced neuroimaging studies have explored the neural
correlates of this rare movement disorder. Similar to ET, the theories
regarding the pathogenesis of OT have revolved around the concept
of the existence of central oscillators and alterations in the cerebellothalamo-cortical network. In addition, studies also speculate that OT
may be a neurodegenerative disorder. This article reviews studies of
the pathogenesis of primary OT and comprehensively discusses the
concepts and controversies regarding the pathogenesis of this enigmatic
movement disorder. As literature on secondary OT is largely in the
form of case reports, and all of the original research aimed at exploring
the pathogenesis of OT has been conducted on patients with primary
OT, in this article, we limit our discussion to primary OT.

In July 2017, the authors utilized PubMed to search the relevant
literature using the term ‘‘orthostatic tremor’’ with additional search
terms being ‘‘pathogenesis’’, ‘‘pathology’’, ‘‘pathophysiology’’, ‘‘biology’’,
‘‘neurodegeneration’’, ‘‘cerebellum’’, ‘‘thalamus’’, ‘‘red nucleus’’,
‘‘neuroimaging’’, ‘‘MRI’’, ‘‘PET’’, ‘‘SPECT’’, and ‘‘spectroscopy’’.
This yielded 1,933 articles (Table 1, Figure 1). During the initial
screening of the abstracts/full texts, the publications that were not
relevant to this review (e.g., papers on secondary OT), duplicates,
and those that were published in languages other than English were
removed, leaving 48 remaining articles. The references from these
articles were also thoroughly searched for any additional articles,
yielding nine more articles. In total, 57 articles pertinent to this topic
were included for this review (Table 1, Figure 1).
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Results
The role of the cerebellum and its connections in primary OT:
insights from the neuroimaging studies
Certain clinical features of OT such as subjective unsteadiness17 and
ataxia,18 and the similarities of OT to ET as described above have
prompted researchers to explore the role of the cerebellum and its
connections in the pathogenesis of primary OT. Neuroimaging studies
using several modalities, including positron emission tomography
(PET),19,20 magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS),21 resting state
functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI),22,23 and voxel-based
morphometry (VBM),23 have explored the neuroanatomical and neurophysiological correlates of primary OT, and all these studies have
reported structural and/or functional alterations in the cerebellum
and/or its connections.
Wills et al.19 conducted a PET study to explore the relationship
between the postural tremor in patients with OT and cerebellar blood
flow. The study focused on four patients with primary OT who also
had a 14–16 Hz postural tremor of the arms. The authors demonstrated significantly greater activation of both cerebellar hemispheres
when the right arm was in an outstretched position (Table 2).19
Similarly, when the arms were at rest, there was greater activation
of both cerebellar hemispheres and the vermis in the patients with
primary OT than in age- and gender-matched controls. As the authors
had previously reported nearly similar results in patients with ET,24
they speculated that irrespective of the etiology, increased cerebellar
activity is a feature of tremor disorders. Although this study was
primarily designed to explore the relationship between the postural
tremor in OT and cerebellar blood flow, it provided a potential clue
regarding the role of cerebellum in primary OT. Later, Schöberl
et al.20 quantified cerebral glucose metabolism in 10 patients with
primary OT and 10 age- and gender-matched controls, both in the
supine and the standing positions (Table 2). In that study, patients
with primary OT had a significant increase in glucose metabolism
compared with controls, both in the supine and the standing positions,
in the posterior cerebellum (including the dentate nucleus), ventral
intermediate (VIM), and ventral posterolateral nuclei of the thalamus,
2
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Table 1. Results of Search for Articles from PubMed Using Various Key Words and their Combinations
Key Words and Combinations

Number of Publications
Total

Included

Orthostatic tremor AND pathogenesis

545

42

503 (not in English: 95, not relevant: 408)

Orthostatic tremor AND pathology

173

7

166 (not in English: 35, not relevant: 131)

Orthostatic tremor AND physiology

801

53

738 (not in English: 93, not relevant: 645)

Orthostatic tremor AND biology

12

0

12 (not in English: 0, not relevant: 12)

Orthostatic tremor AND neurodegeneration

29

0

29 (not in English: 8, not relevant: 21)

Orthostatic tremor AND cerebellum

96

10

85 (not in English: 14, not relevant: 71)

Orthostatic tremor AND thalamus

62

9

52 (not in English: 6, not relevant: 46)

Orthostatic tremor AND red nucleus

10

0

10 (not in English: 2, not relevant: 8)

Orthostatic tremor AND inferior olive

7

0

7 (not in English: 2, not relevant: 5)

Orthostatic tremor AND neuroimaging

41

5

33 (not in English: 1, not relevant: 32)

Orthostatic tremor AND MRI

91

9

79 (not in English: 20, not relevant: 59)

Orthostatic tremor AND PET

16

3

13 (not in English: 3, not relevant: 10)

Orthostatic tremor AND SPECT

24

6

18 (not in English: 6, not relevant: 12)

Orthostatic tremor AND spectroscopy

26

2

23 (not in English: 2, not relevant: 21)

Total number of articles included for review after removing the duplicates
Total number of articles included from the reference sections of the shortlisted articles
Final number of articles included for review

Excluded

48
8
56

Abbreviations: MRI, Magnetic Resonance Imaging; PET, Positron Emission Tomography; SPECT, Single-Photon Emission Computed Tomography.

Figure 1. Flow Diagram Summarizing our Literature Search
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Table 2. Summary of the Neuroimaging Studies on Patients with Primary Orthostatic Tremor
Authors

Imaging Modality

Subjects

Principal Results

Wills et al.19 1996

PET (H215O)

OT: 4
Controls: 4

Increased activation in bilateral cerebellar hemisphere
and vermis in OT both at rest and with outstretched
arms. NO activation of medulla and inferior olive

Katzenschlager
et al.51 2003

SPECT

OT: 11
PD: 12
Controls: 12

Striatal tracer binding in OT was significantly lower than
that in controls and higher than that in PD, suggesting
deficits in the dopaminergic system in OT

Wegner et al.56 2008

SPECT

OT: 2

Normal dopaminergic and serotonergic innervation in OT

2008

SPECT

OT: 12
Controls: 12

Normal presynaptic dopaminergic uptake in OT

Raudino et al.55 2009

SPECT

OT: 1

Normal presynaptic dopaminergic uptake in OT

Resting state fMRI

OT: 13
Controls: 13

Increased connectivity in the RSN involved in cognitive
processes (DMN, FPN) in OT
Decreased connectivity within the cerebellar and sensorimotor network in OT

Gallea et al.23 2016

Resting state fMRI and
VBM hemispheres

OT: 17
Controls: 17

VBM: Increased volume of vermis and supplementary
motor area, and decreased volume of cerebellar hemispheres in patients with OT.
fMRI: Reduced connectivity between cerebellar hemispheres and supplementary motor area (connectivity was
restored with rTMS over cerebellum)

Schöberl et al.20 2016

PET (FDG)

OT: 10
Controls: 10

Increased glucose metabolism in pontine tegmentum,
posterior cerebellum, bilateral primary motor cortex, and
ventral intermediate and ventroposterolateral nuclei of
thalamus.
Decreased glucose metabolism in mesiofrontal cortical
areas, and bilateral anterior insula

Benito-León et al.21 2016

MRS

OT: 14
Controls: 14

Reduced NAA in cerebellar vermis, cerebellar white
matter, and mid-parietal gray matter

54

Trocello et al.

22

Benito-León et al.

2016

Abbreviations: DMN, Default Mode Network; FDG, Flourodeoxy Glucose; fMRI, Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging; FPN, Frontoparietal
Network; MRS, Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy; NAA, N-Acetyl Aspartate; OT, Orthostatic Tremor; PD, Parkinson’s Disease;
PET, Positron Emission Tomography; rTMS, Repetitive Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation; RSN, Resting State Network;
SPECT, Single Photon Emission Computerized Tomography; VBM, Voxel-based Morphometry.

was significantly increased in patients with primary OT compared
with controls, and it correlated with the disease duration and tremor
severity. The notion of cerebellar involvement was further reinforced
by the observation that repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation of
the cerebellum resulted in a decrease in tremor severity as well as a
decrease in the functional connectivity of the cerebellar hemispheres
and supplementary motor cortex. In the same study, patients with
primary OT had decreased gray matter volume in the cerebellar
hemispheres, and increased grey matter volume in the vermis and the
supplementary motor cortex. In a recently published rs-fMRI study
(Table 2), patients with primary OT had decreased connectivity

pontine tegmentum, and bilateral primary motor cortex. In addition,
a decrease in glucose metabolism was noted in the mesiofrontal cortical
areas and bilateral anterior insula. Overall, the results suggested that
there is altered ponto-cerebellar-thalamic-cortical activation in patients
with OT at rest that is further activated when the patients stand.
Other than the pontine tegmentum, brain regions with higher glucose
metabolism in this study are components of the cerebello-thalamocortical loop, which is presumably altered in patients with ET.25,26
Further evidence of involvement of the cerebellum and its connections
was revealed in a rs-fMRI study (Table 2).23 In that study, the connectivity
between the cerebellar hemispheres and supplementary motor cortex
Tremor and Other Hyperkinetic Movements
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the anatomical substrates in the pathogenesis of primary OT.35 In that
study, the response rate of ASR was suppressed in seven patients with
primary OT compared with 13 controls.35 ASR is a brainstem reflex,
which represents a defense mechanism that follows sudden, unexpected loud stimuli. Interestingly, the tremor frequency of primary
OT overlaps with the frequency of synchronization seen in the ASR,36
thus suggesting possible functional involvement of the brainstem in
primary OT.
The presence of intermittent 16 Hz spasms in the legs (with
intermuscular coherence) in a paraplegic patient raised the possibility
of the existence of an OT oscillator in the spinal cord.37 This prediction was further corroborated by a study that reported significant
improvement in unsteadiness in two medically refractory primary OT
patients who had undergone chronic spinal cord stimulation.38 However, other than these few observations, there is no robust evidence to
support the notion that the central oscillator of OT is located in the
spinal cord. Later, a study by Muthuraman et al.39 characterized the
central oscillatory network in OT through coherent source analysis
of simultaneous electroencephalography (EEG) and EMG recordings.
In that study, dynamic imaging of coherent source analysis was used to
find the sources in the brain that are coherent with the peripheral
tremor signal. The approach revealed that the network for the tremor
frequency is represented by unilateral activation of the primary motor
area corresponding to the legs, primary sensory cortex, supplementary
motor area, premotor area, prefrontal cortex, cerebellum, and thalamus.39
The study further reinforced the concept that tremor in OT is driven
by a central oscillator and it is perhaps a network, rather than an
isolated brain region.
In summary, the bulk of the evidence suggests the existence of
a central oscillating mechanism that generates the tremor in OT.
The central oscillator appears to be a network, rather than a single
structure and is perhaps located in the posterior fossa.

compared with controls in the cerebellum and sensorimotor networks.22 In addition, the OT group had increased connectivity within
several resting state networks, which are presumed to be associated
with cognition. Despite the large amount of evidence favoring a role of
the cerebellum and its connections in OT, one wonders why there is a
lack of association between OT and spinocerebellar ataxia. However,
it may be difficult for patients with such ataxias to recognize a separate
source of unsteadiness in the legs.
Clues from thalamic deep brain stimulation: further support for
the cerebello-thalamo-cortical network hypothesis
Based on the evidence for involvement of the cerebello-thalamocortical network in OT, as suggested by the neuroimaging studies
discussed above, some clinicians have been motivated to assess the
possible beneficial effects of deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the VIM
nucleus of thalamus in patients with medically refractory primary
OT.27–30 In a recently published international, multicenter study
aimed at evaluating the efficacy of thalamic DBS in 17 medically
refractory OT patients, Merola et al.31 reported that DBS of the VIM
nucleus of the thalamus is safe, well tolerated, and yields sustained
benefit in a majority of the patients so treated. Although the benefit
with DBS in these cases does not provide direct information about the
pathogenesis of OT, these observations further support the cerebellothalamo-cortical network hypothesis. However, lack of as robust
benefit as ET suggests a different pathological substrate within the
network.
Where is the central oscillator in primary OT?
Akin to ET, it has been postulated that a central oscillator is perhaps
the prime generator of tremor in primary OT. This idea has largely
been based on observations from electrophysiological studies. Köster
et al.32 performed spectral analysis of EMG recordings from all of the
affected muscles in six patients with primary OT, and revealed a high
level of coherence. This high intermuscular coherence between all
muscles suggests the existence of a unique central oscillator, which
generates tremor. In other words, muscles on both sides innervated by
different segments of the neuraxis probably receive tremor signals from
a common central source. Later, Marsden et al. performed a detailed
phase analysis of tremor in five patients with primary OT and two
controls, which showed that although phase relation in different
muscles remains constant in a muscle, it varies among subjects and
changes based on posture. They interpreted this to suggest that OT is
an unmasking of central postural control mechanisms.33 Further
studies have predicted that the central oscillators in OT are probably
located in the posterior fossa.34 Thus, Wu et al.34 in a study of six
patients with primary OT demonstrated that very low-intensity
galvanic vestibular stimulation (GVS) with electrodes applied to both
mastoids was able to reset the tremor. On the other hand, GVS of
healthy controls can elicit EMG bursts of 14–18 Hz, with persistent
frequency within a subject with a delay of 700 ms and persistence of
1–2 seconds after cessation of stimulus. A study using the acoustic
startle response (ASR) suggested that the brainstem may be one of
Tremor and Other Hyperkinetic Movements
http://www.tremorjournal.org

Is primary OT neurodegenerative?
The natural course of primary OT is similar to that of most of the
neurodegenerative disorders, i.e. its onset is insidious, and symptoms
are progressive. Moreover, longitudinal studies have reported progressive disability in patients with primary OT, and some of the patients
may develop additional neurological signs in the long run.13,40 An
MRS study provided additional insights into the possible neurodegenerative mechanisms of OT.21 Benito-León et al.21 performed a proton
MRS study on 14 patients with OT (nine primary OT, five OT
patients with mild parkinsonism), and reported a significant reduction
in the absolute concentration of N-acetyl aspartate (NAA) in the cerebellar vermis, cerebellar white matter, and in the mid-parietal gray
matter. A reduction in NAA is highly suggestive of greater neuronal
dysfunction or increased neuronal loss, and suggests an underlying
neurodegenerative process in primary OT. Similar findings were also
seen in MRS-based studies of ET,41,42 which has been increasingly
recognized as a neurodegenerative disease.43,44 Results of the BenitoLeón et al.21 study raise the possibility of a neurodegenerative basis
for OT; however, additional studies are warranted.
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emission computed tomography (SPECT)-based study, the authors
used 123I-FP-CIT ([123I]-2b-carbomethoxy-3b-(-4-iodophenyl)-N-(3-fluoropropyl)-nortropane) as a dopamine transporter tracer and reported
significant reduction in the striatal tracer binding in primary OT
patients compared with controls. The study suggests a presynaptic
dopaminergic deficit in primary OT. Further evidence in favor of a
dopaminergic deficit in primary OT comes from a transcranial sonographic (TCS) study of the substantia nigra (SN).52 Hyperechogenicity
of the SN may be observed with TCS in more than 90% of patients
with PD.53 The pathological correlates of hyperechogenicity of the
SN remain elusive and it is not clear whether this finding represents
structural changes in the tissue or accumulation of metals such as iron.

Is there a dopaminergic deficit in primary OT?
Several clinical observations have led to speculation that there may
be a dopaminergic deficit in primary OT. These include a case series
describing eight patients with primary OT, which documented significant improvement with levodopa in five of these.45 Another case
report documented significant improvement of OT symptoms with
pramipexole46, further suggesting a possible alteration in dopaminergic
transmission in primary OT. Moreover, some patients with OT may
develop incident Parkinson’s disease (PD)13,45,47 or progressive supranuclear palsy48 and OT may even appear in long-standing PD.49,50
These clinical observations gain additional support from a molecular imaging study of 11 patients with primary OT.51 In this single-photon

Figure 2. Summary of the Observations from the Studies Exploring the Pathogenesis of Primary Orthostatic Tremor. Major theories regarding
the pathogenesis of primary orthostatic tremor (The thicker the arrow, the stronger the evidence).

Table 3. Take-home Messages

Primary orthostatic tremor (OT) is an enigmatic movement disorder, the pathogenesis of which is not fully understood
Neuroimaging studies indicate structural and functional abnormalities in the cerebellum and/or its connections
Electrophysiological studies suggest the presence of an aberrant central oscillator involving the cerebello-thalamo-cortical network,
with a central oscillator possibly in the posterior fossa
Speculation that primary OT is associated with cerebellar neurodegeneration comes from a single magnetic resonance
spectroscopy study
Although controversial, a dopaminergic deficit may occur in a subset of patients with primary OT
The aforementioned mechanisms may not be mutually exclusive and they may overlap in some of the patients
Further studies, especially those based on neuropathological examination, are needed to gain better insights into the pathogenesis
of primary OT
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Similar to the TCS findings in PD, Spiegel et al. reported hyperechogenic SN in all the four subjects with OT in their study,52 thus,
reinforcing the conjecture that altered dopaminergic transmission
could be involved in the pathogenesis of OT.
While there is some evidence of a dopaminergic deficit in OT, subsequent studies based on molecular imaging did not find any evidence
of a presynaptic dopaminergic deficit in patients with primary OT
(reviewed below).54–56 Furthermore, although the study by Katzenschlage
et al.51 demonstrated a significant reduction in overall tracer uptake in
OT (41.9% less compared with controls), levodopa challenge did not
result in a significant improvement in tremor. Moreover, there was no
correlation of tracer uptake with disease duration. Another study using
the same tracer in 12 OT patients found no difference when compared
with age- and gender-matched controls, despite the fact that eight of
12 patients had a disease duration that was greater than 10 years.54
A normal FP-CIT SPECT scan was reported in two other studies.55,56
Although these additional studies do not entirely rule out the possibility
of a dopaminergic deficit in OT, they lead to a conjecture that there
may be several subtypes of OT, some associated with dopaminergic
deficits and some that are not. Based on this concept, it has been
suggested that primary OT may be categorized into three different
subtypes:54 1) type A, corresponding to primary OT without evidence
of dopaminergic deficit; 2) type B, corresponding to primary OT with
dopaminergic deficits but without signs of parkinsonism; and 3) type C,
corresponding to OT associated with PD.
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